
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                 
               

                

               
        

               
    

            

             
         

           
           

                 
     

            
          

               
 



 
 

                 
              

                  
              

   
 

 

 

California  Whale En tanglement Di scussion   
Dungeness Crab   Fishing Gea r Wo rking Gro up  

Summary o f Key   Themes, Au gust 1-2, 2018    

The California Dungeness Crab Fishing Gear Working Group held an in-person meeting on August 1-2, 2018 to 
continue evaluating the Risk Assessment and Mitigation Program (RAMP) pilot and refine the RAMP’s structure 
and function in advance of the 2018-19 fishing season. Objectives for the August meeting included: 

●		 Continue to evaluate the RAMP 2017-18 Pilot, and confirm and/or update the RAMP’s structure and 
function as outlined during the April in-person meeting. 

●		 Brainstorm on a draft framework for a potential RAMP rulemaking package, including how CDFW would 
implement recommended management measures. 

●		 Continue to fine-tune the RAF factors, including objective criteria and guiding questions. 

o		 Discuss pilot projects conducted to-date and identify priority research projects for the 2018-19 
season with specific focus on informing the RAMP. 

o		 Learn about socioeconomic research being conducted by NOAA’s Northwest Fisheries Science 
Center and explore how/if this information can help inform the RAMP. 

o		 Begin to learn about other marine species that could be included in the RAMP, starting with a 
brief introduction to blue whales. 

●	 Confirm communications plans for August-September to share updates with target audiences, including 
strategy for introducing the RAMP to other fixed-gear fisheries. 

●	 Receive updates on the status of available funding in the near and longer-term, as available. 

The  following summar y captur es k ey  themes discusse d by   the  Working Group and its adv    isors dur ing the   August  
1-2,  2018 me eting;  it is not to be      considered a transcr  ipt.  Feedback fro m  fishermen, d ecision  makers, an d  
others o n  the i deas a nd  concepts d iscussed  during th e Au gust meetin g i s wel come a nd  can  be sh ared  directly  
with  the Wo rking Gro up a t  info@cawhalegroup.com.   

The summary, in addition to other meeting materials and products, have been made available to the California 
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW), National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), the Ocean Protection 
Council (OPC), and the California Dungeness Crab Task Force (DCTF). This summary will also be shared with the 
Fish and Game Commission and California State Legislature, along with fishing associations and leadership 
throughout California. 

Summaries ar e  developed following all W   orking Group me  etings,  and ar e  designed to prov  ide  Working Gr oup  
participants with infor  mation to shar  e  and discuss with the   ir  peers,  as we ll as inform ongoing discussions within       
the  Working Gr oup itse lf. A dditionally,  these  summaries will act as a sour     ce  of infor mation for those    interested  
in this topic. P   revious me eting summar ies,  memos,  and othe r  information about the    Working Gr oup is av  ailable  
at  http://www.opc.ca.gov/whale-entanglement-working-group/.  
 
2017-18 RAMP Pi  lot Refl ections  
During its A  ugust 2018 me  eting,  the  Working Gr oup continue d to discuss le   ssons le arned e xperienced during the    
2017-18 RA MP  pilot and use  d a docume  nt summarizing r  eflections to-date   (here) to g  uide  the  discussion.  

 

mailto:info@cawhalegroup.com
http://www.opc.ca.gov/whale-entanglement-working-group/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/180SOA2Rvsfsbg_oeR0hBrX3l8qimPu4MMgt8Pn2KejM/edit


  
 
 

                 
                 

             
              
                  
              

 
                  

                
                   

                  
                

                 
               

                 
     

 
                

                 
               

               
                 

                  
                 

  
 

                  
                 
                

                
                   
                  

                
      

 
         

 

  

              
                 

                 
              

                
               

 

Dungeness Crab Fishing Gear Working Group 
Summary of Key Themes, August 1-2, 2018 

Overall, Working Group participants are pleased with the progress made on the RAMP and looks forward to 
working to fine-tune and implement the program in the 2018-19 fishing season. The Working Group identified a 
need to make clearer connections across risk assessment factors (i.e., entanglements, forage/ocean conditions, 
whale concentrations, and fishing dynamics) and continued improvement and evaluation of data streams to 
inform the factors, and improved communications with the fleet. There is also an interest in looking at other 
efforts (e.g. the East Coast lobster fishery) to inform the RAMP moving forward. 

As the core tool of the RAMP, the risk assessment framework (RAF) proved to track entanglement risk well. 
However, participants reflected that the RAF and its data inputs should help better understand where whales 
are in relation to Dungeness crab fishing gear at key points in the season. More consistent aerial surveys and 
communications with the fleet may help address this data need in a more timely fashion. Data from these 
sources should be verifiable and reliable. A suggestion was also made that trained observers could join 
fishermen and help support the whale reporting needs. Additionally, since the RAF only assesses the risk to 
Humpback whales in relation to the commercial Dungeness crab fishery, the Working Group highlighted the 
need to consider impacts from other fisheries (e.g., coonstripe, hagfish, rock crab, lobster, etc.) and risks to 
other species (e.g., blue whales). 

Aerial surveys were discussed at length and highlighted as an important snapshot of real-time information to 
help confirm and/or inform the RAF conclusions and the concentrations of whales. Two types of aerial surveys 
were performed during the pilot: systemic and opportunistic aerial surveys. Both types of surveys served 
important purposes and the Working Group discussed the importance of ensuring consistent methods in the 
systematic surveys. The results of those surveys should be communicated with the fleet more rapidly to ensure 
the fleet is informed of the concentrations of whales when that data is known. The Working Group also 
acknowledged that there are timing and weather constraints associated with aerial surveys that can be difficult 
to navigate. 

During the RAMP pilot six (6) electronic communications were circulated to the fleet to provide updates on risk 
assessment framework, or the status of the risk of whale entanglements in the Dungeness crab fishery. These 
assessment updates were received by the broader Dungeness crab fleet and resulted in mixed responses with 
some fishermen changing behavior as a result of the communication and others maintaining status quo. The 
Working Group discussed the idea that some fishermen may be resistant to change, and that the goal of the 
Working Group should be to provide information to educate the fleet and recognize that not everyone will see 
the issue. Participants suggested developing a fleet-wide survey to gather feedback on the effectiveness of these 
communications and the RAMP overall. 

Continuing to Refine the RAMP’s Structure and Function 
Building on discussions during the    ir A pril me eting ( here),  the  Working Group continue  d to fine  -tune  the  RAMP  in  
advance  of the   2018-19 fishing se  ason. The   ideas outline d be low ar e  considered dr aft. W orking Group   
participants will be    reaching out to the   ir pe ers and colle  agues in adv  ance  of the   Working Gr oup’s Se ptember  
2018 in-pe rson me eting whe re  the  Working Group will furthe   r r efine  the  RAMP  for imple mentation during the    
2018-19  fishing se ason.  

RAMP Structure 

●	 Member Appointments and Alternates: The Working Group discussed how to ensure the representation 
on the Working Group continued to balance the various interests, a reduction in the burden to Working 
Group participants who are not always able to participate in meetings, and new participants are able to 
join the Working Group while also ensuring institutional knowledge with veteran participants on the 
Working Group. The Working Group also confirmed the need for alternates and that all members and 
their alternates will be vetted and appointed by the Governor through a publicly notified, nomination 
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http://www.opc.ca.gov/webmaster/_media_library/2018/05/CAWorkingGroup_KeyThemesSummaryApril2018Meeting_FINAL.pdf


  
 
 

               
               

               
              

                
                
               
              

               
                  

       

               
                 

                   
            

                    
                  

                
                  

             
              

            
               

               
                

               
      

 

 
              

             

   

 

Dungeness Crab Fishing Gear Working Group 
Summary of Key Themes, August 1-2, 2018 

process (e.g., self nomination and/or by peers). Qualifying criteria (e.g., ability to participate in in-person 
meetings and conference calls, violations, etc.) would be developed and participants would be subject to 
3-year terms. The group agreed to have a staggered nomination/appointment process at the end of 
each 3-year term to maintain institutional knowledge within the Working Group where new participants 
join the Working Group following the close of a fishing season. Participants continued to suggest the 
need to add a fishing participant from all commercial ports, including the Santa Cruz area. Additionally, 
there was interest in adding another recreational fishing representative from a northern port. Looking to 
other models for inspiration (e.g., regional councils), the Working Group suggested new members and 
alternates be required to participate in educational trainings to ensure all participants are starting from 
the same baseline of information. There may also be value in creating a Working Group “user’s guide” to 
support training new members and alternates. 

●	 Evaluation Team: The Working Group continued to consider the composition of the Evaluation Team 
(ET), a subgroup of the Working Group that is responsive under circumstances of elevated risk. The ET 
should convene within 24 hours to one week depending on the urgency of the issue. Once the ET is 
convened, the process to collect additional information and develop recommendation(s) should occur 
within 1-2 days or up to 1-2 weeks. As time allows, the ET would provide a draft recommendation to the 
full Working Group and allow them to review it for up to 72 hours before the recommendation is 
forwarded to the Director. Although the ET should have as broad participation from the Working Group 
as possible, to help ensure the ET is nimble and can assemble quickly (i.e., within 24-48 hours). The 
group suggested streamlining the minimum composition required for an ET to convene. The 
requirement for a recreational/CPFV participant was removed and the group agreed to remove a 
minimum number of agency representatives. Discussions to potentially reduce the number of 
representatives from non-profit organizations from 2 to 1 will be revisited during the Working Group’s 
September meeting. The agencies will work to ensure specific regional representation is in attendance 
and local fishermen (or others) may also be invited to lend additional expertise. The Working Group 
suggested that the agencies continue to encourage as many Working Group participants to be present 
during ET conversations as possible. 

Figure 1. Flowchart illustrating the communication flow across RAMP groups, including the development of 
management measure recommendations from the Evaluation Team to the CDFW Director for consideration. 

RAMP Function 
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Dungeness Crab Fishing Gear Working Group 
Summary of Key Themes, August 1-2, 2018 

●	 Meeting Schedule & Day Rates: The Working Group discussed a general annual RAMP meeting schedule 
to include four (4) planned risk assessment evaluation conference calls (pre, mid, late, and postseason) 
and one (1) in-person annual meeting (likely late summer early fall). Additional unplanned conference 
calls when the ET is convened are also anticipated. The group confirmed the need for an established day 
rate to help offset lost wages of fishermen and others, specifically, when attending in-person RAMP 
meetings and potentially conference calls. Participants suggested a stipend of $500 per meeting plus 
travel expenses would be reasonable. Working Group participants will consider funding sources and the 
mechanics of issuing stipends to participants. 

●	 Risk Assessment Framework (RAF): The RAF continues to be seen as a useful tool to assess risk in a given 
time. However, the Working Group believes the RAF needs clearer connections across risk assessment 
factors (i.e., entanglements, forage/ocean conditions, whale concentrations, and fishing dynamics) and 
continued improvement of access to and evaluation of data streams to inform the factors. The Working 
Group will continue to discuss options for refining the available data to inform the factors, especially the 
whale concentration and fishing dynamics factors, to better inform the RAF assessments and options for 
scoring factors in a way that better balances expert judgement with more objective and systematic 
criterias. The Working Group clarified that the criteria for each factor are related to when an ET is 
convened, not when a management measure is recommended. There may be instances where the 
agencies use their own judgement to convene an ET even when the criteria have not reached a trigger. 

○	 Whale Entanglement Factor: Participants generally agreed that the current criteria for this 
factor seemed right. The criteria to indicate elevated risk and convene an ET were slightly 
updated to be clearer: “Any season/offseason where 5 or more humpback whale entanglements 
are confirmed by NMFS and suspected/reported with CA Dungeness crab gear, or 2 or more 
humpback entanglements confirmed by NMFS in a month suspected/reported with CA 
Dungeness crab gear.” Since the factor tracked issues beyond commercial Dungeness crab, 
there is a need to consider other fisheries in the assessment of this factor (see below) and better 
understand how to characterize those entanglements when considering action on the 
Dungeness crab fishery. Finer-scale data would also be helpful to communicate to the fleet 
where the entanglement are both occurring and/or being observed. The Working Group also 
acknowledged that this factor was unique since it is “retroactive.” Therefore, it will be important 
that the other factors are fine-tuned to help the RAMP be more proactive to risk rather than 
responsive. 

○	 Forage/Ocean Conditions: The Working Group acknowledged that forage and ocean conditions 
is an important factor informing the RAF. Suggestions were made to utilize broader data sources 
to inform this factor to better anticipate geographic and temporal changes in forage patterns. 
Suggestions were also made to better connect this factor to the whale concentrations factor. 
While there are opportunities to make this factor more systematic and automated, the Working 
Group believes the interpretation of this factor should reserve some judgement so that there is 
a balance of subjectivity and objectivity. The Working Group will consider how to support a 
project to enhance this factor and will look to Working Group advisors to help inform the 
discussion. Additionally, funding is needed to help support the continued compilation and 
interpretation of this factor by experts. 

○	 Whale Concentrations: The factor has been tracked using Monterey Bay Whale Watch (MBWW) 
data, opportunistic and systematic aerial surveys, and observations from fishermen in a text 
thread. Other data sources were also identified that could be used to better understand whale 
distribution, including including HappyWhale, WhaleAlert, northern and southern California 
whale watch vessels, and ACCESS research cruises. Constraints were identified with all of the 
data sources being considered. More detailed spatial and seasonal whale/prey models are under 
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Dungeness Crab Fishing Gear Working Group 
Summary of Key Themes, August 1-2, 2018 

development but will take time to complete and validate as part of the RAMP. The MBWW data 
that has been heavily relied on to-date is very localized and doesn’t provide a broad picture of 
presence/whale activity along the coast and questions about how well this information relates 
to general whale migration patterns. As a result, there is interest in exploring other datasets that 
could inform dynamic migration patterns as well as data that moves beyond our seasonal 
understanding of whale patterns to better understand spatial and temporal changes. 
Additionally, the Working Group suggested refining the criteria to reflect when dynamic whale 
concentrations at at play, changes in forage patterns, etc. The Whales Project Team will convene 
prior to the September meeting to consider alternative, credible, standardized data sources to 
better understand the spatial and temporal concentration of whales and consider updating the 
criteria. 

■	 Considering Other Marine Species: A presentation on blue whale behavior and biology 
was also provided and the Working Group will consider potential updates to the RAMP 
to include blue whales, which will be piloted during the 2018-19 fishing season. The 
Working Group requested the blue whale experts at the meeting to develop draft blue 
whale risk assessment criteria and guiding questions across the factors for discussion at 
the September 2018 in-person meeting. The Working Group agreed to include blue 
whales, in addition to humpback whales, in the 2018-19 RAMP. 

○	 Fishing Dynam ics:  The  Working Gr oup was suppor  tive  of the   criteria e stablished and data use   d  
to infor m this factor  ,  but hig hlighted that it doe   s not infor  m whe ther  and whe re  fishing e ffort  
may  move. For e  xample,  landings data indicate  s whe n e ffort has de  creased,  but it doe  s not   
indicate  whether the re  is le ss ge ar in the    water. The re  also oppor tunities to look    at histor ical  
landing patte rns,  international mar kets,  make-up of the    fleet (e .g.,  local and trav  eling v essels),  
CPUE,  price  differences in the    northern and southe  rn e xtents of the    fishery,  and fishing   
trade-offs to infor  m the   interpretation of this factor   . The   Working Group also hig   hlighted that   
the  factor  should mak e  stronger conne ctions with the    forage  factor.  

■	 Fishing Dynamics:   The  Working Group r  eceived a pr  esentation by N  OAA’s N orthwest  
Fisheries Scie nce  Center ( here) that conside  red P acFIN  and VMS data to tr    y to   
understand how/if the    California Dung eness crab fishe  ry has chang  ed ove r time . VMS   
data was look  ed at ov  er  the  last e ight se asons and infor  med by   other  data se ts. The   data  
is pote ntially biase d since   it is mor  e  reflect of v  essels lar ger than 40 fe   et. The   goal of the    
research is to unde   rstand the   costs and be  nefits to the    fishery  and to the    whales unde r  
different oce an conditions and how to minimize       economic losse s dur ing domoic acid    
years while   addressing rise   in whale   entanglements. The   group e xpressed inte rest to   
continue  working with N  OAA  scientists and othe  r outside   experts to infor  m  
socioeconomic conside rations in the    RAMP.  

○	 Data C ollection Tool s:  Data was we  ll tr acked using ae  rial and v  essel surv eys,  whale  watch data,   
landings information,   a gr oup te xt function be  tween age ncies and fishe  rmen and e  ntanglement  
reports. A erial surv eys and the    fishermen’s te xt thr ead we re  identified as v  aluable  real-time  
information gathe ring tools during the     pilot that should be     expanded and scale  d in the    RAMP  
moving for ward. Look ing ahe ad E-Tix (  here) may   be  a use ful infor mation gathe ring tool and    
CDFW  may conside r including a pr   ompt to gathe  r infor mation about whe  re  the  landed cr ab was   
caught. W orking Group participants we   re  not suppor tive  of using block    numbers to gathe  r  this  
information since   many  individuals would lik  ely  report inaccur ate  block  numbers. Inste ad,  there  
were  suggestions to use    GPS coor dinates or   landmarks to indicate    where  crabs we re  caught on   
E-Tix. W orking Gr oup par ticipants be lieved solar   loggers we re  a more   efficient tool to infor   m the   
fishing dynamics factor than VMS and A      IS and sug  gested solar   loggers to a mor   e  diverse  
cross-section of the    fleet and whale    watch v essels in the    upcoming se ason.   
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=19MS4OJ_V0mOnpvcHa6sTz_9azTMnX8qi
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Dungeness Crab Fishing Gear Working Group 
Summary of Key Themes, August 1-2, 2018 

●	 Communications: Communicating with the fleet throughout the season on the status of the RAMP, and 
RAF scoring specifically, is paramount to ensuring response from the fleet and success of the program. 
While broad communications attempts were successful, suggestions were made on tools that may be 
more effective in reaching the fleet and encouraging changes in fishing behavior as needed (e.g., 
real-time maps of whale concentrations, visuals, broader text thread, etc.). The Working Group 
highlighted that there was mixed responses during the pilot to the updates shared by the Working 
Group where some individuals moved their gear out of whale “hotspots” while others were resistant to 
changing their behavior and others weighed risk of entanglements with reward of fishing efforts, 
especially during the spring and summer months. The whale concentrations were identified as one of 
the most important data streams to share with the fleet as it is available. 

Informing CDFW’s Rulemaking Process 
Senate  Bill 1309 (  here),  if passe d,  will formalize   the  RAMP  and would r  equire  the  California De partment of Fish    
and W ildlife  (CDFW) to de  velop Title   14 r egulations by N  ovember 2020 that would be      reflective  the  the  RAMP  
details. The   Working Group,   with suppor t from CDFW  ,  brainstormed on how to e    nsure  the  right le vel of de  tail  
was include d a dr  aft RA MP  regulatory  package  to guide   its imple mentation while   also e nsuring sufficie nt  
flexibility to support unfor   eseen issue s and continue  d re search and de  velopment of ne  w tools. Scaling of     
regulations,  communications to the    fleet,  response  time  of the   fleet,  rigor  of data to infor   m de cision-making,  
and the   list of manage  ment me asures that could be     considered by   the  Director we re  all discusse d. Codify ing the   
use  of ve rifiable  tools (e .g.,  E-Tix,  solar logge rs,  etc.) to infor  m the   RAMP  and the   decision-making pr ocess may   
be  considered in the    rulemaking or could be     included in g  uidance  materials to support the     regulations.   

●		 Process for Removing/Relaxing a Management Measure: The Working Group highlighted that in addition 
to implementing management measures, the Director should also have the authority to relax those 
measures once the risk of entanglements has abated. The ET should provide guidance on how to relax 
the measures when they submit the recommendation to implement the measure(s), which may consider 
timing (e.g., how close to the end of the season, etc.), distance to other open/closed areas, port 
infrastructure (i.e., availability of hoists and gear storage space), access to gear (e.g. ocean conditions, 
boat size), how “fished out” the area is, etc. The Working Group highlighted that if there are less than 
three weeks remaining in the season, it may not be economically viable and a good use of the agencies’ 
time to reopen the fishery. 

●	 Management Me asures Toolbox (MMT)  :  The  MMT was re  viewed,  discussed,  and furthe r r efined ( here)  
to conside r what could be     addressed in CDFW  ’s cur rent r ulemaking dir ective. Some   tools we re  removed  
from the   main list of tools and mov     ed to a ‘   Research and De  velopment Ide as’  section until the  re  was a   
better  understanding of how the   y  could be   implemented and e  nforced. The   group ack nowledged the   
need to e  nsure  the  MMT could continue    to be   populated ov er  time  as ne w conce pts and ide  as arise   and  
are  tested. A ll tools should be     implemented in a “focuse   d” way   to e nsure  they  are  scaled in focuse  d on   
the  area (e .g.,  block,  depth contour,   port,  etc.) of the    problem,  not coast-wide . Sugge stions for othe  r  
tools include   reducing the   amount of ge  ar in an ar   ea,  time-specific fishing pe  rmits (e .g.,  spring pe rmits),  
gear innovations,   monetary  incentives to not fish,     etc. Re ducing the   number of tr  aps in an are   a was a    
concept that the    Working Group suppor  ted continuing   to e xplore. Sug gestions we re  made  to modify   
trap tag colors to e    nsure  the  tool could be    enforced. The   MMT guiding pr  inciples ( here) we re  also  
updated to be    clear that the    level of r  esponse  will be   relative  to the   risk  of e ntanglement and may also     
be  included in the    rulemaking pr ocess. P articipants sugge sted that the  se  Guiding P rinciples be   
incorporated in the    rulemaking and to infor   m the   intent of the    regulations. The se  Guiding P rinciples may   
be  further  wordsmithed by CDFW    during the   rulemaking proce ss.  

○		 Gear I nnovations:  The  Working Gr oup discusse d the   initial “hands on” te   sting of acoustic    
release/ropeless ge ar te chnology  that was conducte  d in Spr  ing 2018 involv  ing a numbe  r  of  
Working Group participants (se   e  brief summar y r eport  here). The   group discusse d how the    
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http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180SB1309
http://www.opc.ca.gov/webmaster/_media_library/2018/08/RAMP_DraftMMT_Public-Consideration_August2018.pdf
http://www.opc.ca.gov/webmaster/_media_library/2018/08/Whales_-Draft-Guiding-Principles-RAMP-Updated-August-2018.pdf
http://www.opc.ca.gov/webmaster/_media_library/2018/08/ropeless-trials-update7-30-18.pdf


  
 
 

             
             

              
                
              

 

               
               

             
             

                 
              

          
 

         
                 

                 
                  

                  
                  

                
                 

      
 

 

 

 
 

 
   

 

 

Dungeness Crab Fishing Gear Working Group 
Summary of Key Themes, August 1-2, 2018 

technology was not “shovel ready” as currently designed and requires additional discussions and 
improvements specific to design, function, costs, enforcement, and impacts to whales and other 
marine life. There was some interest expressed to continue exploring this and other gear 
innovation ideas for consideration to include in the MMT, however it was agreed that these gear 
innovations would not be available to be implemented for the 2018-19 fishing season (at 
minimum). 

○	 Informing the Fleet of Regulations: Agencies should immediately issue a notice to the fleet once 
the ET has been convened. All fishermen should be required to provide an updated email 
address to CDFW to ensure they can receive timely communications. Regardless of the 
management measure selected by the ET and/or Director, clear communications must be shared 
with the fleet as quickly as possible to ensure the fleet as ample time to respond. Additionally, 
any plans to relax management measures should also be included in those communications to 
allow fishermen to prepare and anticipate changes in their business. 

Brainstorm on Reaching Out to Other Fixed-Gear Fisheries 
During the pilot, 5 of the 26 confirmed entanglements that were identified as originating from the California 
Dungeness crab fishery highlighted the need for state and federal agencies to also engage with other fixed-gear 
fisheries to more fully address the risk of whale entanglements in fishing gear. Engaging with other fisheries on 
this topic will be complex moving forward. While the agencies do not have the resources to convene separate 
Working Groups for each fishery, it will be important that all of the fixed-gear fisheries are fairly represented 
and can engage in a conversation on the topic. Additionally, due to the different seasonalities, fishing 
operations, etc. methods to address the risk of whale entanglements in those fisheries may be different than 
those identified for Dungeness crab. 

The  Working Group’ s e fforts to-date   have  mostly focuse d on the    commercial Dunge ness cr ab fishe ry  with little   
effort inv ested into the    recreational Dung eness crab fishe  ry. The   recreational and Comme  rcial P assenger  Fishing  
Vessel r epresentatives on the    Working Group we  re  supportive  of r eaching out to the     broader r ecreational fle et.  
Last y ear,  the  Working Group de  veloped a surv  ey  (here) to g  ather  information fr om the   recreational fle et to   
inform the   RAF. W hile  the  response  rate  to the   survey was low,    there  was support in broade   ning  
communications and e  xpanding the   recreational sur vey  to infor m the   fishing  dynamics factor . Since   it would be    
unfair to dispropor  tionately  implement closure s and othe  r e ffort r educing r egulations on the    commercial fishe ry  
while  allowing the   recreational fishe ry  to ope rate  business as usually  ,  the  Working Gr oup ge nerally  agreed the re  
was v alue  in e xpanding communications and e   ngaging with the    recreational fle et. Since   the  recreational fishe ry  
is manage d through the    Fish and Game    Commission (Commission),   efforts also ne  ed to be    made  to inform the    
Commission of this issue   .   

Recognizing the   sensitivities associate d with the    issue,  the  Working  Group will look    to CDFW   to initiate   the  
conversations with the    other fishe ries and the    Working Group could facilitate     the  effort by   sharing infor mation  
including the   updated Be st P ractices Guide   (here),  the  final sur face  gear  regulations (CCR Title    14 Se ction 132.6),   
forage  factor  information,  and MMT guiding pr   inciples ( here). The re  could also be    opportunities for CDFW    to  
host a we  binar  or  invite  fixed-gear  fishery le adership to a W   orking Group me  eting  to facilitate   information  
sharing. The   Working Gr oup also we  lcomes the   opportunity  to be   of se rvice  to the   other  fisheries’  efforts.   

Surface Gear Rulemaking 
CDFW  requested the   Working Group’ s fe edback  on input r  eceived by the    DCTF on the    surface  rulemaking  
package  (here). The   DCTF we re  in suppor t of the    proposed re gulations in ge  neral,  and made   the  suggested  
amendment to allow for     an additional buoy    to be   included in the    shallower  depth range   and include   a  
clarification on how to me    asure  the  distance  between the   main and tr  ailer buoy s. The   Working Group discusse  d  
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Dungeness Crab Fishing Gear Working Group 
Summary of Key Themes, August 1-2, 2018 

these suggested amendments and the whale experts in the room could not, at this time, confirm whether the 
additional buoy would increase entanglement risk. While not considered a full Working Group recommendation, 
those participants at the meeting suggested that CDFW move forward with the DCTF’s recommended 
amendment. It was acknowledged that the rule could be updated in the future if new data became available 
that the additional buoy in shallower depths was increasing the risk of entanglements. 

Next Steps 
Following this meeting, the Working Group will develop a number of products to help communicate their work 
and related activities, including, a key highlights document and summary of key themes. Additionally, the 
Working Group will update the 2017-18 RAMP Pilot reflections documents. All materials and summary 
documents will be circulated via the DCTF email list and posted on the Working Group’s webpage. 

The Working Group will reconvene in September 2018 to continue evaluating the 2017-18 RAMP Pilot and plan 
for the 2018-19 fishing season. Additional data collection and analysis are scheduled over the coming months 
and informational materials will be updated prior to the start of the 2018-19 fishing season based on discussions 
during the September meeting. Additionally, CDFW will take steps to being to outline a draft RAMP rulemaking 
package informed by the Working Group’s discussions during the August 1-2 meeting. In advance of the 
September meeting (and following), Working Group participants will discuss with their peers and colleagues the 
updated RAMP structure and functions, share outstanding considerations, and solicit feedback and ideas. 

All me eting mate rials and pr  oducts de veloped by the    Working Gr oup are   available  at  
http://www.opc.ca.gov/whale-entanglement-working-group/. P lease  send dire ct communications to the     
Working Group,   including ide as,  questions,  or conce rns,  to  info@cawhalegroup.com.  
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